Protein dynamics in solution and in a crystalline environment: a molecular dynamics study.
The effect of a solvent and a crystalline environment on the dynamics of proteins is investigated by the method of computer simulation. Three 25-ps molecular dynamics simulations at 300 K of the bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI), consisting of 454 heavy atoms, are compared: one of BPTI in vacuo, one of BPTI in a box with 2647 spherical nonpolar solvent atoms, and one of BPTI surrounded by fixed crystal image atoms. Both average and time-dependent molecular properties are examined to determine the effect of the environment on the behavior of the protein. The dynamics of BPTI in solution or in the crystal environment are found to be very similar to that found in the vacuum calculation. The primary difference in the average properties is that the equilibrium structure in the presence of solvent or the crystal field is significantly closer to the X-ray structure than is the vacuum result; concomitantly, the more realistic environment leads to a number density closer to experiment. The presence of solvent has a negligible effect on the overall magnitude of the positional or dihedral angle fluctuations in the interior of the protein; however, there are changes in the decay times of the fluctuations of interior atoms. For surface residues, both the magnitude and the time course of the motions are significantly altered by the solvent. There tends to be an increase in the displacements of long side chains and the flexible parts of the main chain that protrude into the solvent. Further, these motions tend to have a more diffusive character with longer relaxation times than in vacuo. The crystal environment has a specific effect on a number of side chains which are held in relatively fixed positions through hydrogen-bond and electric interactions with the neighboring protein atoms. Most of the effects of the solution environment seem to be sufficiently nonspecific that it may be possible to model them by applying a mean field and stochastic dynamic methods.